NFMAs are benign tumors that do not produce any biologically active hormones and exceed 10 mm (0.39 in) in size. Although NFMAs are benign in origin, mass effects may lead to serious clinical symptoms such as visual impairments, chronic headache, and pituitary insufficiency. The authors describe a 51-year-old woman who had a NFMA (35 × 24 × 25 mm). The vision was reduced to 7/10 in the both eyes. A transnasal transsphenoidal surgery was performed and the tumor was successfully resected. Postoperatively, the patient had visual (9/10) and headache improvement. This case highlights a rare presentation of non-functioning pituitary macroadenoma.
Introduction
The prevalence of pituitary tumors has been reported to be as high as 94 ± 19.3 cases per 100,000 population [1] . Most of these tumors are histological benign and represent 10% -12% of all intracranial neoplasms [2] [3] . Pituitary tumors can be classified on the basis of their size, and this has been of considerable interest to the neurosurgeon. They have been classified into microadenomas (<10 mm size), macroadenoma (>10 mm size) and giant pituitary adenomas (>40 mm size) [4] . Also pituitary adenomas are classified according to functional status. If a pituitary adenoma makes hormones it is called functional. If it doesn't make any hormones it is called non-functional [5] . Non-functioning pituitary macroadenomas (NFMAs) are common tumors of the anterior pituitary and are the most frequent indication for pituitary surgery [6] - [8] . Although NFMAs are benign in origin, mass effects may lead to serious clinical symptoms such as visual impairments, chronic headache, and pituitary insufficiency [9] [10] . The initial management of large nonfunctioning pituitary macroadenomas is surgical debulking to relieve mass effects on adjacent structures, principally the optic chiasm [6] . We recently treated a patient who had a pituitary macroadenoma treated successfully by endoscopic transnasal transsphenoidal approach.
Case Report
A 51-year-old woman presented with complaints of generalized headaches and worsening vision in both eyes for three months. The vision was reduced to 7/10 in the both eyes. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) showed a pituitary macroadenoma (35 × 24 × 25 mm) located in sellar region (Figure 1) .
Endocrinological evaluation (baseline hormonal assay) showed PRL: 580 IU/mL (normal level 102 -496), testosterone: 0.022 ng/mL (normal level 1.5 -7), LH: 12.1 mU/mL (normal level 2.4 -12.6) and FSH: 29.1 mU/mL (normal level 3.5 -12.5), T4: 9.2 mcg/mL (normal level 5.1 -14), TSH: 1.5 IU/mL (normal level 0.27 -4.2), Cortisol: 180 ng/mL (normal level 54.9 -287.5), GH: 0.02 ng/mL (normal level 0 -18), ACTH: 38.15 pg/mL (normal level 3.6 -60.5), IGF1: 128.1 pg/mL (normal level 88.3 -209.9). According hormone testing, the tumor was non-functional. A transnasal transsphenoidal surgery was performed. Postoperative MRI images showed that the tumor was successfully resected (Figure 2) . Postoperatively, the patient had visual (9/10) and headache improvement.
Discussion
This case highlights a rare presentation of non-functioning pituitary macroadenoma (NFMA). NFMAs are be- nign tumors that do not produce any biologically active hormones and exceed 10 mm (0.39 in) in size [11] . The initial presentation of nonfunctioning pituitary adenomas depends largely on size and growth pattern of the tumor [12] . Typically, macroadenomas cause bitemporal field defects, explained by the anatomy of the visual pathways in the chiasm: the nerves that connect the brain to the eyes (the optic nerves) and to the muscles that move the eyes pass near the pituitary gland. An enlarged pituitary can press on these nerves and affect vision. However, depending on the growth pattern of the tumor, there may be an asymmetry between the visual field defects of the two eyes [13] .
Our patient had visual deterioration on clinical examination. This loss of visual acuity probably reflects the large size of the tumor. At the time of initial diagnosis, visual field defects are detected in 60% -80% of NFMA patients [10] [14] . Surgical approaches to the sellar lesions have undergone considerable refinement during the last century. Visual recovery has been demonstrated in the first days after surgical treatment [15] [16] and is caused by decompression of the visual pathways, leading to a restoration of signal conduction. Usually, microsurgical treatment is recommended for large-to-giant pituitary adenomas using a transsphenoidal approach because of minimal surgical morbidity [1] . In this case, we chose the less invasive endoscopic transnasal transsphenoidal approach to deal with the 3rd ventricular portion of the tumor and successfully decompressed the tumor. A combined transnasal and simultaneous transsphenoidal endoscopic approach is a safe and useful option for patients with a pituitary macroadenomain which size, configuration, consistency or prior treatment precluded removal by one approach alone. This technique may achieve the goal of tumor resection with minimal invasion and reduce the need for multiple operations.
